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In the DIBt-project „Specification of assessment values for thermal conductivity“ a 
security concept was introduced by Fraunhofer IBP at the example of an outer wall for 
the structural thermal protection in 1994 (IBP report GB 116/1994). At that time, the 
rules only were named partly and not standardized with respect to statistics, 
surcharges, safety coefficients and conformity methods for the determination of the 
thermal technical assessment values. Building products like insulations or building 
stones are European standardized since 2001 now. Such product standards make the 
free trade and the placing on the market of building-materials, parts of a building and 
whole building systems possible on the basis of the EU-Building Products Regulation 
BPR. Building regulations in the member countries and the fulfillment of the 
requirements had to be adapted therefore nationally according the application rules for 
the different construction types used in Germany. Thermal protection safety coefficients 
can coupled to the declared value of the building product such as „Insulation“ or to the 
design value of the component to be executed. Components usually consist of several 
building-materials and if necessary protective layers depending on situation, weather 
protection etc. In this report the possibilities of the coupling of statistics and forecast 
methods are represented by building products using instances with the electronic 
identification is shown by literature research. The 3 essential building product areas 
insulation, glazing-window-façade and masonry have to be looked at since these 
compete for the minimization of the transmission energy loss according to EnEV. 

There should be the thermo technical characteristics presented in a way that the details 
required for a statistical assessment on the data origin (measuring, calculation, 
samples) are also known. Just available calculation programs for the statistics and 
failure probability can be used for the comparison of different building systems 
solutions today. The benefit can be valued first of all from a qualitatively verifiable 
variant of the construction with that. An overview of the data necessary for it and its 
significance for the calculation of the uncertainty budget at the example masonry with 
insulation is shown. The usual characteristic values to the thermal protection and to the 
energy savings (as assessment values how λ and R to building-materials and 
homogeneous parts or U to combined components) forms a sufficient base for the 
calculations according to EnEV, used correctly. But the thicker the insulation layers get 
on walls or in other components, the higher the influence is of exchange areas, 
fastening means or air-gaps, i.e. the thermal bridges. If according to EnEV further 
reductions in the demanded energy requirement for buildings will be real (approx. 15 to 
30%) then the effects 2nd and 3rd order to take a more important role in the heat 
transfer. Transient heat storage of the solar radiation at day on component surfaces 
and by transparent areas into the rooms then manifests itself more strongly. 
Convective heat transfer in and through lightweight, non-airtight insulation or joints in 
component produce also heat losses and building risks. With the traditional measuring 
and recording methods given in the EnEV doesn't turn out well to include this under the 
economic specifications. This opens great chances for the electronic identification with 
the help of RFID technology in the qualitative description of the building products, for 
the building-material and -part logistics as well as for the quality assurance of complex 
components and whole building systems. The digital building file can result for building 
products including RFID technology from the planning process. Then the file can be 
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submitted to the investor as a CD-ROM at the building handing over together with the 
„golden sustainability badge“.  

This comprehensibly describes all essential building products of a building system such 
a new identification system of values also therefore contributes to the market 
supervision and refreshment of the CE identification. This even demands the CEN 
standardization in the mandate M 480 for the simplification of the methods of 
determination for the essential requirements on building products. 

 


